
cials reported that as of Oct 1, 2004, 12 of Alabama’s 67 three or four months.
A West Virginia official estimated that after a facilitycounties had no mammography machines. An Alabama offi-

cial identified 10 counties that to her knowledge had never closure in Jackson County, participants’ wait time for diag-
nostic mammography was eight weeks and could be as muchhad a mammography facility and were not being served by

mobile mammography facilities; each of the counties was as two months. A North Dakota official reported that 60% of
North Dakota’s counties had no machines as of Oct 1. 2004designated as a medically underserved area by Federal guide-

lines. This official estimated that women living in the 10 coun- and that the limited number of providers in the state served
large geographic locations, with one provider’s mobile facil-ties had to travel distances ranging from 30 to 60 miles to

obtain mammography services. ity serving almost the entire northwest quarter of the state,
and was available to some communities only once every four
months, and to others, only once a year.Unacceptable Wait Times

In Missouri, 50 of the the state’s 115 counties had no Thus, contrary to what might be a popular misconception,
routine mammography is not readily available to everymachines as of Oct 1, 2004. An official reported that two

mobile mammography facilities provided services once or woman throughout the United States—and the picture is
worsening. Following an increase in mammography rates intwice a year to the northeast and southeast corners of the

state, which have neighboring counties without mammogra- women aged 40 and over in the 1990s, a recent study shows
that rates are now declining. As reported by the Nationalphy facilities. However, a woman requiring repeat films

because of a possible problem, would have to travel about Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion
of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, there250 miles to the provider’s central location—about a five-

hour trip in each direction. Other officials reported unaccept- has been an 1.8% decline; this translates into over 1.1 million
fewer women falling within the mammography guidelinesable wait times. For example, New York officials working

with the CDC’s early detection program estimated that during 2000 to 2005. While some experts are scratching their
heads and suggesting that women may be skipping mammo-after the closure of two facilities involving the loss of

two machines in Brooklyn, the screening wait time for grams because they are growing complacent, the figures on
the infrastructure collapse presented above point to a differ-participants who had used these facilities was about two

months and at the busiest time of year, the wait time was ent explanation.

tion combination treatments for cancer, which debilitate
the patient and often damage healthy organs. The promiseNuclear Medicine: Why is that in the future, as the isotope economy develops,
medical treatment will move out of the present “dark age.”The U.S. Lags Behind

There are upwards of 113 million diagnostic tests and
cancer treatments using nuclear isotopes yearly in the

Why does the nation that pioneered so many nuclear tech- United States. Yet, 90% of the isotopes used must be im-
nologies now lag behind Europe and elsewhere in the pur- ported, because this nation has not developed the facilities
suit of lifesaving nuclear medicine? The reason lies in to produce isotopes. And in 2005, for no good reason,
the ignorance and fear of radiation promoted by the anti- the Department of Energy shut down the Fast Flux Test
nuclear forces, the short-sightedness of Federal budget- Facility in Washington, a reactor designed to produce med-
cutters, and the unwillingness of medical practitioners to ical isotopes. As a result, many researchers working on
give up traditional ways of treatment. The consequence is cancer treatments cannot get the short-lived specialty ra-
measured in lives cut short, because the best available tests dioisotopes needed for their research.
and treatments were not used to heal the patient. Nuclear medicine is not limited to cancer treatment. In

In tandem with advances in imaging technologies, January, researchers reported that they had successfully
which allow us to “see” in the very small, new nuclear sent radioactive bismuth-213 and rhenium-188 to target
medicine techniques, using short-lived radioisotopes, en- HIV (AIDS)-virus infected cells in mice. “Both isotopes
able doctors to finely target the treatment of cancerous proved effective in eliminating the virus-infected cells
tumors and eradicate malignant cells without harming sur- from the mice, and no acute toxicities were noted,” re-
rounding tissue. This kind of fine-tuning—for example, searchers stated. They noted that the same type of treat-
attaching a radioisotope to an antibody that makes its way ment could be developed for treating people with the AIDS
to the tumor site—is more effective and has fewer side- virus, as well as other viral killers such as hepatitis C or
effects than the conventional brute-force chemo and radia- Ebola.—Marjorie Mazel Hecht
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